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come up out of the great sands, but the rest of us passed on
till we came to the cliff-girt edge of the valley. Meanwhile
Farraj had stalked and missed a pair of eagles1, which had
settled on an eminence not far off.
The estuary was outlined on three sides by cliffs in various
stages of picturesque erosion and in some parts completely
detached to form isolated knolls or ridges in mid-valley. One
of the latter, at some distance to the south-east, is known as
Maqarr al Suqur2—the hawk's nest—being a well-known
breeding-place of the Saqr falcon, whose fledgings the Bada-
win seek out on the almost inaccessible ledges of its cliffs to
sell to Ibn Jiluwi and other lovers of this form of sport.
Nearer at hand at the bottom of the cliff on which we Stood
was a large group of low and fantastically weathered rocks
which looked like the ruinous remnants of some stricken
Sodom or Gomorrah—the origin, possibly, of the vague
Badawin story of the otherwise non-existent ancient ruins at
Anbak. Out in the bed of the estuary—where patches of
white saline soil alternated with low hummocks and ridges of
sand—lay the insignificant oasis of Anbak with its small,
abandoned Ikhwan village close by to the south-west. And
finally far to the east shone the floor of the great white salt-
flat, on which debouch both this estuary of Anbak and that of
Judairat, separated from each other by a wide band of
billowing sand though originally no doubt forming a single
bay within the same encircling line of cliffs. Afar off to the
south the opposite bank of the double estuary ends in the
little black knoll of Al 'Abd, which marks the hither side of a
further estuary known as Khaur al 'Abd.
I had now seen enough of these estuaries to establish in my
mind the conclusion that the sinuous line of their containing
walls—from the nothernmost depression of Jaub al 'Uwaidh
to the great Jaub par excellence of the south which Mr.
Bertram Thomas entered after leaving the well of Bunaiyan
1 lAqab.
3 Major Cheesman noted near Salwa a headland named Khashm Skhul,
of which my companions professed complete ignorance. It is possible that
his guides, having heard of this famous spot near Anbak, applied the name
(Skhul is obviously nothing but a corruption of Suqur) at random to some
feature of the coast of the bay at Salwa.

